
TO:      Prospective WRO Regional Partner 

FROM::  

1. Provide an appropriate venue (field house, basketball court, conference center, or
their equivalent), which includes parking and meeting rooms;

2. Secure and train judges for the different events;

3. Provide certain "equipment" needed to conduct the competitions.

An example of #3 is the 2015 Pearl Diver competition for elementary students
(see photo and diagram below). 

Date:  February 15, 2016

Re:     Costs Related to WRO Partnership

In order to become a WRO Regional Partner, a College/University will need to commit 
to the following for an annual Regional Competition: 



If there are tables for FIRST Lego League competitions available, they  
can be used for WRO, too. The competition mats for WRO competitions  
are slightly smaller than the FLL tables and will fit with no problem. Some  
minor, temporary changes will need to be made to the FLL tables’   
boundaries to reproduce the necessary WRO dimensions, but these will  
be temporary and will not affect any future use for FLL events. If FLL  
tables can be used, the costs for each table will be about $50 to purchase 
the mat for each event. 

If  n FLo  L tables are available, WRO tables will need to be made from 
scratch using the detailed specifications found on the WRO website. 
Cost of table: About $150 (depending on local costs of materials and  

labor); This table cost is a one-time expense as future  
competitions will use the same table but have different  
competition “mats” overlaid on it. The cost of printing a 
new mat is about $50. Mats may be purchased commercially.

At the 2015 USA Finals in Detroit, the organizer had 2 of these tables  
(elementary), two different tables for the middle school competition, one  
different table for the high school competition, one large, specially marked 
vinyl mat for the soccer matches, and one specially marked mat for the  
bowling competition. These tables and mats served 25 elementary teams, 
10 middle school teams, 6 high school teams, and all college teams. A  
ballpark figure for the costs of the competition tables is 6 x $150 = $900.  
Add the cost of the vinyl mats, their markings, and other miscellaneous  
supplies (eg., each elementary team needed12 ping pong balls), and a  
figure of around $1500 for the first year emerges. 

A ballpark figure for the 2nd year would be about $500 (a new mat for 
each table and a new mat for one of the other competitions [soccer or 
bowling will change]). 

It may be possible to “borrow” all competition tables needed from local  
teams. If this policy is implemented, quality control will have to be   
instituted to ensure that each table “borrowed” meets the required WRO  
dimensions and colors. 

4. Being a WRO Regional Partner will be have the same feeling and costs as being
the host for large conference, athletic event, or science fair. A WRO Competition
Handbook will be available that has a more detailed list of suggestions.




